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Abstract
The model of population protocols refers to a large collection of simple indistinguish-
able entities, frequently called agents. The agents communicate and perform computation
through pairwise interactions. We study fast and space eﬃcient leader election in population
of cardinality n governed by a random scheduler, where during each time step the scheduler
uniformly at random selects for interaction exactly one pair of agents.
We propose the ﬁrst o(log2 n)-time leader election protocol. Our solution operates in
expected parallel time O(log n log logn) which is equivalent to O(n logn log logn) pairwise
interactions. This is the fastest currently known leader election algorithm in which each
agent utilises asymptotically optimal number of O(log logn) states. The new protocol in-
corporates and amalgamates successfully the power of assorted synthetic coins with variable
rate phase clocks.
1 Introduction
The computational model of population protocols was introduced in the seminal paper by
Angluin et al. [AAD+04]. Their model provides a universal platform for the formal analysis
of pairwise interactions within a large collection of indistinguishable entities, frequently
referred to as agents. In this model the agents rely on very limited communication and
computation power. The actions of agents are prompted by their pairwise interactions
with the outcome determined by a ﬁnite state machine F . When two agents engage in an
interaction they mutually examine the content of their local states, and on the conclusion of
this encounter their states change according to the transition function forming an integral
part of F . A population protocol terminates with success when eventually all agents stabilise
w.r.t. the output (which depends only on their states).
The number of states utilised by the ﬁnite state machine F constitutes the space com-
plexity of the protocol. In the probabilistic variant of population protocols, introduced
in [AAD+04] and used in this paper, in each step the interacting pair of agents is chosen
uniformly at random by the random scheduler. In this variant one is also interested in the
time complexity, i.e., the time needed to stabilise (converge) the protocol. More recently the
studies on population protocols focus on performance in terms of parallel time deﬁned as
the total number of pairwise interactions (leading to stabilisation) divided by the size of the
population. The parallel time can be also interpreted as the local time observed by agents
proportional to the number of interactions it participates in.
Populations protocols attracted studies on several central problems in distributed com-
puting. This includes work on majority problem, a special instance of consensus [Fis83],
in which the ﬁnal conﬁguration of states reﬂects the unique colour of the larger fraction of
the population. The majority problem was ﬁrst posed in the context of population proto-
cols in [AAD+04] and later a 3-state one-way protocol for approximate majority was given
in [AAE08]. In more recent work [AGV15] Alistarh et al. consider time-precision trade-oﬀs
in exact majority population protocols. Further studies on time-space trade-oﬀs can be found
in [AAE+17, BCER17] and [AAG18], where in the latter an asymptotically space-optimal
protocol is given. The convergence (stabilisation) of majority protocols was also studied in
more speciﬁc network topologies [DV12, MNRS14, GHMS15], as well as in the deterministic
setting [MNRS14, GHM+16]. A nice survey on a range of combinatorial problems suitable
for population protocols can be found in [MCS11].
In this paper the focus is on leader election where in the ﬁnal conﬁguration a unique
agent must converge to a leader state and every other agent has to stabilise in a follower
state. While the problem is quite well understood and covered in the literature it received
greater attention in the context of population protocols only recently, partly due to several
developments in a related model of chemical reactions [CCDS14, Dot14]. In particular, the
work of Doty and Soloveichik [DS15] led to the result that leader election cannot be solved
in sublinear time when agents are equipped with a ﬁxed (constant) number of states. On
the other hand Alistarh and Gelashvili [AG15] proposed a new leader election algorithm
operating in time O(log3 n) and utilising O(log3 n) states. In more recent work [AAE+17]
Alistarh et al. consider a general trade-oﬀ between the number of states utilised by agents
and the time complexity of the solution. They provide a separation argument distinguishing
between slowly stabilising population protocols which utilise o(log logn) states and rapidly
stabilising protocols requiring Ω(log logn) states. This result coincides nicely with another
fundamental observation due to Chatzigiannakis et al. [CMN+11] which indicates that pop-
ulation protocols utilising o(log logn) states can only cope with semi-linear predicates while
the availability of O(log n) states enables computation of symmetric predicates. Another
recent development includes a protocol which elects the leader in time O(log2 n) whp and in
expectation utilising O(log2 n) states per agent [BCER17]. The number of states was later
reduced to O(logn) by Berenbrink et al. in [BKKO18] through the application of two types
of synthetic coins.
The recent progress in leader election is also aligned with improved understanding of
phase clocks capable of counting parallel time approximately. The relevant work includes
leader-less phase clocks adopted by Alistarh et al. in [AAG18] and junta-driven phase clocks
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Paper States Time Runtime guarantee
[AG15] O(log3 n)
O(log3 n)
O(log4 n)
expected
w.h.p.
[AAE+17] O(log2 n)
O(log5.3 n · log logn)
O(log6.3 n)
expected
w.h.p.
[BCER17] O(log2 n) O(log2 n) w.h.p.
[AAG18] O(log n) O(log2 n) expected
[BKKO18] O(log n) O(log2 n) w.h.p.
[GS18] O(log logn) O(log2 n) w.h.p.
This work O(log logn) O(log n · log logn) expected
Table 1: Recent progress in leader election via population protocols.
utilised in the fastest currently known space-optimal leader election algorithm operating
in time O(log2 n)-time due to Gąsieniec and Stachowiak [GS18]. The concept of phase
clocks is also closely related to oscillators which are used to model behaviour of periodic
dynamic systems. An interesting study of 3-state oscillators can be found in Czyzowicz et
al. [CGK+15] and the follow up work by Dudek and Kosowski [DK18].
Our results In this paper we propose the ﬁrst leader election protocol which operates
in time o(log2 n) and in addition utilises the minimum number of states by each agent. In
particular, we propose a new protocol which operates in time O(log n log logn) with each
agent’s operating space limited toO(log logn) states. The solution is always correct, however
the improved time performance refers to the expected time, i.e., we can guarantee the high
probability only in time O(log2 n) as in [GS18].
The new algorithm utilises partition of the original population into three sub-populations
including coins (C) responsible for generation of asymmetric coins with log logn diﬀerent
bias levels, leaders (L) among which the unique leader is eventually drawn, and inhibitors
(I) delegated to maintain variable-rate phase clocks.
Note that due to space limitation all proofs are located in Appendix A.
Related work Leader election is one of the fundamental problems in Distributed Com-
puting besides broadcasting, mutual-exclusion, consensus, see, e.g., an excellent text book
by Attiya and Welch [AW04]. The problem was originally studied in networks with nodes
having distinct labels [Lan77], where an early work focuses on the ring topology in syn-
chronous [FL87, HS80] as well as in asynchronous models [Bur80, Pet82]. Also, in net-
works populated by mobile agents the leader election was studied ﬁrst in networks with
labelled nodes [HKM+08]. However, very often leader election is used as a powerful sym-
metry breaking mechanism enabling feasibility and coordination of more complex protocols
in systems based on uniform (indistinguishable) entities. There is a large volume of work
[Ang80, ASW88, AS91, BSV+96, BV99, YK89, YK96] on leader election in anonymous net-
works. In [YK89, YK96] we ﬁnd a good characterisation of message-passing networks in
which leader election is feasible when the nodes are anonymous. In [YK89], the authors
study the problem of leader election in general networks under the assumption that node
labels are not unique. In [FKK+04], the authors study feasibility and message complexity
of leader election in rings with possibly non-unique labels, while in [DP04] the authors pro-
vide solutions to a generalised leader election problem in rings with arbitrary labels. The
work in [FP11] focuses on the time complexity of leader election in anonymous networks
where this complexity is expressed in terms of multiple network parameters. In [DP14], the
authors study feasibility of leader election for anonymous agents that navigate in a network
asynchronously. Another important study on trade-oﬀs between the time complexity and
knowledge available in anonymous trees can be found in recent work of Glacet et al. [GMP16].
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Finally, a good example of recent extensive studies on the exact space complexity in related
models refers to plurality consensus. In particular, in [BFGK16] Berenbrink et al. proposed
a plurality consensus protocol for C original opinions converging in O(logC log logn) syn-
chronous rounds using only logC + O(log logC) bits of local memory. They also show a
slightly slower solution converging in O(log n log logn) rounds utilising only logC + 4 bits
of the local memory. This disproved the conjecture by Becchetti et al. [BCN+15] and indi-
cated that any protocol with local memory logC + O(1) has the worst-case running time
Ω(k). In [GP16] Ghaﬀari and Parter propose an alternative algorithm converging in time
O(logC logn) in which all messages and the local memory are bounded to logC + O(1)
bits. In addition, some work on the application of the random walk in plurality consensus
protocols can be found in [BCN+15, GHMS15].
2 Preliminaries
In this paper we study population protocols deﬁned on populations of agents of size n in
which the random scheduler connects sequentially (or in parallel) pairs of agents uniformly at
random. The agents are identical and the protocol assumes all agents start in the same initial
state. Our protocol utilises the classical model of population protocols [AAD+04, AAE08]
in which each interaction refers to an ordered pair of agents (responder,initiator). The inter-
action triggers an update of states in both agents according to some predeﬁned deterministic
transition function. We focus on two complexity measures including space complexity deﬁned
as the number of states utilised by each agent, and time complexity reﬂecting the number
of interactions required to stabilise the population protocol. We also consider parallel time
deﬁned as the total number of interactions divided by the size of the population. This time
measure can be also seen as the local time observed by an agent, i.e., the number of pairwise
interactions in which the agent is involved in. We aim at protocols formed of O(n ·poly logn)
interactions equivalent to the parallel running time O(poly logn).
In order to maintain clarity of presentation we assume that each state has a name drawn
from either a ﬁxed size set of suitable names or a small range of integer values. However,
when it is clear from the context we tend to omit the name of this ﬁeld. Moreover, since
each node belongs to exactly one of 3 sub-populations, for simplicity we shorten the notation
omitting the part role = and writing for example C
〈
. . .
〉
instead of
〈
role = C, . . .
〉
. This
notation allows us to refer only to the relevant ﬁelds, i.e., those aﬀected during one particular
type of interaction. One should keep in mind also that interactions may trigger several non-
conﬂicting rules. For example, rules of transition of clocks happen in parallel to the rules of
transition of coins.
Consider an event X, and let η > 0 be some predeﬁned constant. We say that an event
occurs with negligible probability, if there is an integer n0, s.t., the probability of this event
for n > n0 is at most n
−η. An event occurs with high probability (whp) if its probability is at
least 1− n−η for n > n0 If the event refers to a behaviour of an algorithm, we say it occurs
with high probability if the constants used in the algorithm can be ﬁne-tuned so that the
probability of this event is at least 1− n−η. Analogously an event X occurs with very high
probability (wvhp) if for any a > 0 there exists an integer na such that event X occurs with
probability is at least 1− n−a for n > na. In particular if an event occurs with probability
1− exp(− log1+ǫ n) for some ǫ > 0, it occurs with very high probability.
3 Phase clock
The actions of our leader election protocol are coordinated by a phase clock utilising junta
of clock leaders. A similar approach can be found in [GS18]. The junta leaders are drawn
from sub-population coins denoted by C. With the help of the phase clock every agent in
C keeps track of phase ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,Γ− 1}, for a suitable large constant Γ, and maintains its
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timemode ∈ {injunta, follower}. Let +Γ denote addition modulo Γ and
max Γ(x, y) =
{
max(x, y) if |x− y| ≤ Γ/2,
min(x, y) if |x− y| > Γ/2.
The transition rules of interaction with respect to the phase clock include:〈
follower, phase = t1
〉
+
〈
follower, phase = t2
〉
→
〈
follower, phase = t1
〉
+
〈
follower, phase = T1
〉
〈
injunta, phase = t1
〉
+
〈
follower, phase = t2
〉
→
〈
injunta, phase = t1
〉
+
〈
follower, phase = T2
〉
,
where T1 = max Γ(t1, t2) and T2 = max Γ(t1, t2+Γ1). Every agent is initialised to
〈
follower, phase =
0
〉
. During execution of coin preprocessing protocol, see Section 5, some agents in C become
junta members. We say that the phase clock passes through 0 whenever its current phase x
of the clock is reduced in absolute terms. We denote this transition by
0
→ .
Definition 3.1 (c.f., [GS18]). The passes through 0 of agents a and b are equivalent if they
both occur in a period when the respective agent’s clock phases xa and xb satisfy 3Γ/4 <Γ
xa, xb <Γ Γ/4.
Theorem 3.2 (c.f., Theorem 3.1 and Fact 3.1 in [GS18]). For any constant ε, η, d > 0,
there exists a constant Γ, s.t., if the number of junta members is at most n1−ε at any time
whp 1−n−η, the following conditions are satisfied whp until each agent completes nη passes
through 0:
• All passes through 0 form equivalence classes for all agents and the number of inter-
actions between the closest passes through 0 in different equivalence classes is at least
d · n logn.
• The number of interactions between two subsequent passes through 0 in any agent is
O(n log n).
By Theorem 3.2, the rounds for diﬀerent agents form equivalence classes whp that are
referred to as rounds of the protocol. The updated agent is the one which acts as responder
during the relevant interaction. Interactions with both start- and end-phase in {0, 1, ..,Γ/2−
1} are denoted by
early
→ and those with start- and end-phase in {Γ/2, ..,Γ−1} are denoted by
late
→ . Finally, applying Theorem 3.2 and with Γ being twice as big as required by Theorem 3.2,
we can guarantee that passes through 0 and through Γ/2 form strictly separate equivalence
classes.
4 High level description
An execution of our algorithm consists of three consecutive epochs whp. These include the
initialisation epoch, the fast elimination epoch and the final elimination epoch. For the
case when any epoch fails, which happens with negligible probability, we use as backup the
slow leader election protocol working in time O(n logn) [AAE08]. During the initialisation
epoch the whole population is divided into sub-populations, where the descriptor role ∈
{C, I, L} diﬀerentiates agents between the three sub-populations of coins, inhibitors and
leaders respectively. At the start of the protocol all agents are subject to symmetry breaking
rules. Each agent gets assigned to one of the three roles (or gets deactivated), and this role
is never changed. The two symmetry breaking rules adopted during the initial partition
process are as follows:
0 + 0→ X+ L, X+X→ C+ I, (1)
where 0 describes an agent before initialisations, andX refers to an intermediate stage before
entering sub-population C or I.
During the initialisation epoch a junta of size at most n0.77 is elected from C whp, which
allows to start the phase clock using this junta as clock leaders. This phase clock synchronises
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all actions of our algorithm until it concludes. In our approach it is important to terminate
the initialisation epoch and in turn to stabilise the roles of agents in time O(logn). With
this in mind we adopt two extra rules, s.t., whenever a node in state 0 or X reaches the end
of the ﬁrst round, it deactivates itself:
0 + ⋆
0
→ D+ ⋆, X + ⋆
0
→ D+ ⋆, (2)
where D denotes deactivated agents that, except for passing clock state, do not play any
meaningful role in the leader election protocol.
Lemma 4.1. With high probability, only O(n/ logn) agents are not initialised in the course
of the protocol, i.e., n−O(n/ logn) agents join C, I or L during the first O(n log n) interac-
tions.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, the ﬁrst round of the phase clock is completed with high probability
during the ﬁrst d ·n logn interactions, for some constant d. We ﬁrst show that after 4 ·n logn
interactions at most n/ logn not yet initialised in state 0 agents remain. Let X be the random
variable denoting the number of agents in state 0.
Assume X = αn, for some α > 0. We prove that the number of interactions it takes
to reduce X by a factor of 2 is at most 4n/α, with very high probability. Let σ be a 0-1
sequence of length 4n/α referring to the relevant 4n/α interactions. In this sequence an
entry is set to 1 if during the corresponding interaction the number of not yet initialised
agents is reduced, and 0 otherwise. For as long as X > αn/2, the probability of having
1 at each position in σ is at least α2/4 and in turn the expected number of 1s in σ is
at least αn. Thus by Chernoﬀ bound the number of 1s in σ is at least αn/2 with very
high probability. This implies that at least αn/2 agents in state 0 get initialised. And
iterating this process log logn times we get reduction of agents in state 0 to n/ logn in at
most O(n logn) consecutive interactions. A similar reasoning can be used for agents in the
intermediate state X in the next (subsequent to reduction of agents in state 0) O(n logn)
interactions. Thus one can conclude that after O(n logn) initial interactions the number of
not yet initialised agents is at most 2n/ logn.
Using Lemma 4.1 one can immediately conclude that during the ﬁrst round allO(n/ logn)
not initialised agents, i.e., those not given roles C, L or I, become deactivated with high
probability by rule (2). Below we explain functionality of the three adopted sub-populations.
Coin Agents in this group diﬀerentiate themselves into non-empty levels 0, 1, 2, . . . ,Φ,
where Φ = log logn − 3. The number of agents on level Φ is at most n0.77 and these
agents form the junta running the phase clock. The levels are also used to simulate
Φ + 1 types of asymmetric coins, s.t., if the probability of drawing heads by ℓ-th coin
is q the probability of drawing heads by (ℓ + 1)-st coin is roughly q2. In terms of
implementation, tossing ℓ-th asymmetric coin is realised by an agent interacting with
another agent in C. And the outcome is heads if this coin agent is on level ℓ or higher.
Leader Agents in this group are leader candidates, i.e., each agent in this group has a chance
to become the unique leader. In due course the number of candidates is reduced to
one. The main challenge is in fast but also safe candidate elimination, i.e., we need to
guarantee that our protocol does not eliminate all candidates.
Inhibitor Agents in this group split into Ψ = Θ(log logn) distinct levels with level i target-
ing size O(n/2i), i.e., the sizes of levels span from O(n) to O(n/ logc n), for a constant
c > 0. We use level i to request returning signals with the expected response time 2O(i)
rounds. These signals are used to guide through the late elimination process when we
safely reduce the number of leaders from O(poly logn) to a single one.
The ﬁrst (initialisation) epoch generates at least one leader candidate and with high
probability the number of candidates is almost n/2. The protocol will eventually elect a
single leader among leader candidates in L during the second and the third epoch. The
second epoch related to fast elimination reduces the number of elev (not rejected yet) leader
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candidates to O(log n) agents in time O(logn log logn) both with high probability and in
average sense. Fast elimination uses the sub-population C to simulate assorted biased coins.
The third epoch eliminates all but one competitor which becomes the unique leader. This
process requires utilisation of inhibitors from I to guarantee survival of at least one leader
candidate. The third epoch works in O(log n log logn) expected time and in O(log2 n) time
with high probability.
The leader candidates elimination process during the second and the third epoch works
as follows. The protocol operates in consecutive rounds, each taking time O(logn). For
each agent a round is deﬁned as the time between two subsequent passes of the phase clock
through value zero. In the ﬁrst half of each round still active leader candidates ﬂip a coin to
decide whether they intend to survive (heads) this round or not (tails). If any heads are drawn
during this round, the relevant information is distributed (via one-way epidemic [AAE08])
to all agents during the second half of the round. This results in elimination of all active
candidates which drew tails. However, if no heads are drawn the round is considered void.
In the fast elimination process we utilise asymmetric coins implemented through inter-
actions with agents in diverse population of C. The ﬁrst asymmetric coin Φ is used 4 times
to reduce the population of elev leader candidates to size at most n/n0.77. Further we use
each of asymmetric coins Φ− 1,Φ− 2, . . . , 1 exactly twice. Using a biased coin with heads
coming with probability q guarantees whp reduction of elev leader candidates by a factor
close to q. On the conclusion of this process (all coins are used) the number of elev leader
candidates is down to O(log n) whp.
In contrast, in the third epoch symmetric almost fair coins are used in the elimina-
tion process indeﬁnitely. This results in elimination of all but a single leader candidate in
O(log logn) rounds. In order to guarantee that the protocol is always correct, i.e., we never
eliminate the last alive leader candidate we use the support of agents in sub-population I.
5 Coins
Let Φ = ⌊log logn⌋− 3. The states of coins, i.e., agents belonging to sub-population C store
the following information: level ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,Φ}, reﬂecting the level of asymmetry, and
mode ∈ {adv, stop} indicating whether a coin is still willing to increment its level. We also
need an extra constant space to store the current state of the phase clock. When formed
after application of split rule (1) each coin is initialized to C
〈
level = 0, adv
〉
.
Coin preprocessing In what follows we introduce the rules governing level incremen-
tation. Note that these closely resemble the rules from forming junta protocol proposed in
[GS18].
C
〈
level = x, adv
〉
+ Y → C
〈
level = x, stop
〉
+ Y, for Y 6= C,
C
〈
level = x, adv
〉
+ C
〈
level = y
〉
→ C
〈
level = x, stop
〉
+ C
〈
level = y
〉
, for x > y,
C
〈
level = x, adv
〉
+ C
〈
level = y
〉
→ C
〈
level = x+ 1, adv
〉
+ C
〈
level = y
〉
, for x ≤ y, x < Φ.
Once the level of a coin in C reaches Φ it stops growing. Moreover, we give name injunta
to all coins which managed to reach level = Φ. In order to characterise properties of coins
we formulate a series of lemmas. Let nC be the total number of coins. By Lemma 4.1 and
rules (1) and (2), nC =
n
4 − O(n/ logn) with very high probability. Let Cℓ be the number
of coins which reach level ℓ or higher. The value of Cℓ depends on the execution thread of
the protocol. We ﬁrst observe that nC = C0, and further estimates on Cℓ, for ℓ >, 0 are
determined by Lemmas 5.1 (upper bound) and 5.2 (lower bound).
Lemma 5.1 (Lemma 4.2. in [GS18]). Assume n−1/3 ≤ q < 1 and Cℓ = q · n, then
Cℓ+1 ≤
11
10q
2 · n with very high probability.
The lower bound argument (similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1) is given below.
Lemma 5.2. Assume n−1/3 ≤ q < 1 and Cℓ = q · n, then Cℓ+1 ≥
9
20q
2 · n wvhp.
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C0 ≈
n
4
C1 ≈
n
16
. . . CΦ−1 ≈
n1−a/2
CΦ ≈ n
1−a
junta
(clock)
coin #0
bias 1
4
coin #1
bias 1
16
coin #(Φ− 1)
bias n−a/2
coin #Φ
bias n−a
1
4
1
16 n−a/4 n−a/2
Figure 1: An idealized scheme of coin sub-populations and their relation to biased coins.
In the picture 0.23 ≤ a ≤ 0.55. Solid lines denote evolution of the population and dashed
lines refer to the relevant functionality.
Proof. Each coin contributing to value Cℓ arrives at level ℓ during some interaction t. These
coins arrive sequentially. Consider (i+ 1)-st coin v that got to level ℓ. At the time the coin
arrives there are already i coins on levels ℓ′ ≥ ℓ. Consider the ﬁrst interaction τ succeeding
t in which coin v acts as the responder. During this interaction the initiator is a coin on
level ℓ′ ≥ ℓ with probability pτ ≥ i/n. Thus v moves to level ℓ+ 1 with probability at least
i/n as otherwise the responder would end up in state (ℓ, 0) and would not contribute to
Cℓ+1. Consider now the sequence of Cℓ such interactions τ , in which each of Cℓ coins act as
responder after getting to level ℓ. We can attribute to this sequence a binary 0-1 sequence
σ of length Cℓ, s.t., if during interaction τ a coin ends up in state (ℓ, 0), the respective entry
in σ becomes 0, and otherwise this entry becomes 1 (this happens with probability at least
pτ ). The expected number of these 1s is at least
∑
i i/n = (Cℓ − 1)Cℓ/2n = (q
2 · n − q)/2.
And by Chernoﬀ bound Cℓ+1 <
9
20q
2 · n with very high probability.
Lemma 5.3. For n large enough and Φ = ⌊log logn⌋− 3 we have n0.45 ≤ CΦ ≤ n
0.77 wvhp.
Proof. We start with 9n/40 ≤ nC = C0 ≤ n/4 with very high probability. By Lemma 5.1
and Lemma 5.2 iterated ℓ times we conclude that with very high probability
(9/20)2
ℓ+1
−1 ·
n
22ℓ+1
≤ Cℓ ≤ (11/10)
2ℓ−1 ·
n
22ℓ+2
.
Note that if we adopt Φ = ⌊log logn⌋ − 3, we get
CΦ ≥ (9/20)
2Φ+1 ·
n
22Φ+1
≥ n · (9/40)2
log logn−2
≥
n
22.2·2log logn/4
≥ n/n0.55 = n0.45.
On the other hand
CΦ ≤ (11/10)
2Φ ·
n
22Φ+2
≤ n · (11/160)2
log logn−4
≤
n
23.8·2log logn/16
≤ n/n0.23 = n0.77.
Lemma 5.4 (Analogue of Lemma 4.5. in [GS18]). The bounds from Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2
and Lemma 5.3 hold after O(n logn) interactions.
Proof. (Sketch) In coin preprocessing protocol we need to stabilise ﬁrst sub-population of
coins in time O(log n). The time complexity analysis of the remaining part of the protocol
is analogous to the one used in forming junta protocol in [GS18].
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6 Fast elimination
The goal in fast elimination epoch is to reduce the number of active leader candidates to
O(log n) whp. We also guarantee that at least one agent remains in the group of active
leaders A whp. All other leader candidates join group P of passive agents.
The state of each leader candidate in this epoch consists of: cnt ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2Φ + 3},
leadermode ∈ {A,P,W} (in fast elimination W standing for withdrawn from leader election
process is not used), flip ∈ {none, heads, tails}, void ∈ {true, false} (telling whether the round
is void), and a constant number of phase clock values. Each leader candidate is initialised at
the beginning of the ﬁrst round of the second epoch to L
〈
cnt = 2Φ+3,A, none, void = true
〉
.
After the ﬁrst round of the phase clock, when the roles of all agents are ﬁxed and levels
of all coins are computed whp, agents enter the fast elimination epoch. This is ensured by
starting the counter at one larger than the intended number of coin uses. At the beginning
of the fast elimination all leader candidates are active (A). In fast elimination we use the
sub-population C of coins as the source of Φ diﬀerent types of asymmetric coins. The coin
result is generated, when a leader candidate interacts with another agent acting as the
responder. The outcome of using ℓ-th biased coin is heads when the interaction refers to a
coin on level at least ℓ, and tails otherwise. When Cℓ = q · n, the probability of drawing
heads at this level is q. Thus when there are substantially more than 1/q active leader
candidates almost certainly at least one of them has to draw heads. In turn the number
of active leader candidates will be reduced by factor of 1/q in expectation. On the other
hand, if the number of active leader candidates does not exceed 1/q, no agent may draw
heads. In order to have good understanding of the situation the agents with heads drawn
inform others (using one-way epidemic) about this fact. Thus if an agent draws tails and
receives a message about other agent(s) having heads, it can safely become passive (P). This
elimination cycle can be carried in one round in time O(logn).
During fast elimination active leader candidates utilise coins, s.t., each coin 1, 2, . . .Φ−
2,Φ−1 is used exactly twice and coin Φ is applied four times. In other words, the elimination
process can be represented by a sequence (γ)2Φ+21 = [1, 1, 2, 2, . . . ,Φ − 1,Φ − 1,Φ,Φ,Φ,Φ]
which tells us which coin level is used with what cnt value. In total, the elimination process
operates in O(log logn) rounds translating to time O(logn log logn). We are also able to
guarantee reduction of the number of remaining active leader candidates to O(log n) whp.
The following transitions are used in the second epoch. When the phase clock passes
through zero we have
L
〈
cnt = x
〉
+ ⋆
0
→ L
〈
cnt = x− 1, none, void = true
〉
+ ⋆, for x ≥ 1. (3)
When x = 1, at the end of the round we move to the third epoch. Otherwise, in the ﬁrst
half of the round application of the coin from the current level γ(x) is guaranteed whp, for
all active leader candidates. For x 6= 2Φ+ 3:
L
〈
A, cnt = x, none
〉
+ C
〈
level = y
〉 early
→ L
〈
A, cnt = x, heads, void = false
〉
+ C
〈
level = y
〉
,
(4)
L
〈
A, cnt = x, none
〉
+ C
〈
level = y
〉 early
→ L
〈
A, cnt = x, tails
〉
+ C
〈
level = y
〉
, (5)
when γ(x) ≤ y and γ(x) > y respectively.
In the second half of the round the broadcast (via one-way epidemic) informing about
drawn heads is performed as follows
L
〈
A, tails, void = true
〉
+ L
〈
void = false
〉 late
→ L
〈
P, tails, void = false
〉
+ L
〈
void = false
〉
, (6)
L
〈
void = true
〉
+ L
〈
void = false
〉 late
→ L
〈
void = false
〉
+ L
〈
void = false
〉
. (7)
The following lemmas guarantee the correctness of the second epoch whp.
Lemma 6.1. There exists a constant c > 0, s.t., for any q < 1 when N ≥ c logn/q agents
toss an asymmetric coin resulting in heads with probability q, the following holds:
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A ≤ n/2 A ≤ na A ≤ na/2 . . . A ≤ c log n
n−a n−a/2 n−a/4 1/16
coin #Φ coin #(Φ− 1) coin #(Φ− 2) coin #1
Figure 2: An idealised scheme of the fast elimination process.
1. none of the agents draws heads with a negligible probability, and
2. more than 2q ·N agents draw heads with a negligible probability.
Proof. The probability that all agents draw tails is at most (1− q)c logn/q ≤ e−c logn = n−c.
The expected number of agents which draw heads is q ·N ≥ c logn. By Chernoﬀ bound the
probability that more than 2q ·N agents draw heads is smaller than e−Nq ≤ n−c.
Lemma 6.2. Applying coin (from level) Φ four times and then coins Φ−1,Φ−2, . . . , ℓ+1, ℓ
twice reduces the number of active leader candidates to at most c logn/q, where q is the
probability of tossing heads by coin ℓ ≥ 1.
Proof. Induction is on ℓ. In the base case when ℓ = Φ we apply coin Φ four times. By
Lemma 5.3 we have q ≥ n−0.23. So applying this coin four times gives reduction of the
number of active leader candidates to at most max{16n ·n−4·0.23, c logn/q} = c logn/q whp.
Now assume the thesis holds for level ℓ + 1 and we prove it for ℓ. By inductive hy-
pothesis and Lemma 5.2, after application of coin ℓ+ 1 twice there are at most c logn/q′ ≤
20c logn/9q2 active leader candidates (q′ is the counterpart of q at level ℓ+1). Applying this
coin twice gives further reduction of active leader candidates to at most max{80c logn/9, c logn/q} =
c logn/q whp.
7 Final elimination
The protocol executes Θ(log logn) rounds of fast elimination (applying coins from level
Φ down to 1) with O(log n) active leaders left whp. All other leader candidates become
passive. In order to ﬁnalize leader election we utilise coin (from level) 0. However we target
construction of Las Vegas type algorithm which always elects exactly one leader. In order to
guarantee this we continue using leader modes A (active), P (passive) and W (withdrawn).
In contrast to withdrawn candidates, active and passive candidates may still become the
unique leader. We use a joint term alive candidates for these two groups.
All alive candidates keep track of a the counter drag which is increasing during the
ﬁnal elimination epoch. However, only active candidates can increment this counter. If
a passive candidate detects an increase of the counter value it transitions to withdrawn
state. This is safe because there must have been an active candidate with a higher drag
value. In other words, we guarantee that not all alive candidates transition into withdrawn
state. As the required number of rounds can be relatively large (i.e., as big as logn), due to
space limitation we cannot use drag counter explicitly as the counter of rounds. Instead, we
will use a counter with Θ(log logn) states. This counter will have the i-th incrementation
roughly during round c · 4i (for some constant c) of ﬁnal elimination. This process will rely
on inhibitor agents (I) preprocessed at the same time as coins (C).
Preprocessing: Preprocessing begins with the ﬁrst pass through 0 of the phase clock.
Inhibitor agents keep track of drag ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,Ψ}, mode ∈ {adv, stop} (ﬂag whether agent is
advancing or stopped) and elevation elev ∈ {low, high}. The agents are initialized to I
〈
drag =
9
0, adv, low
〉
, and drag counts how many subsequent successful coin ﬂips they managed to
obtain.
I
〈
drag = x, adv
〉
+ Y
late
→ I
〈
drag = x+ 1, adv
〉
+ Y, for Y 6= C,
I
〈
drag = x, adv
〉
+ C
late
→ I
〈
drag = x, stop
〉
+ C.
We denote by nI the total number of inhibitor agents in I. By Lemma 4.1, nI = n/4−
O(n/ logn). Let Dℓ be the number of agents that reach drag ℓ.
Lemma 7.1. After the first round of the clock Dℓ = n4
−ℓ(1 ± o(1)) whp.
Proof. Let D′ℓ = Dℓ + . . . + DΨ be the number of inhibitor agents reaching slowness ℓ or
higher and p = ncn be the ratio of coins in the population. By Lemma 4.1 after O(n logn)
interactions of the ﬁrst round p = 14 −O(1/ logn) and remains stable with high probability.
An inhibitor agent reaches level ℓ by a series of ℓ successful synthetic coin ﬂips, which
happens with probability pℓ = 4−ℓ (1− ℓ · O(1/ logn)). By Chernoﬀ bound we have D′ℓ =
nI ·p
ℓ±O(
√
pℓ · nI lognI), with high probability. We have ℓ = O(log logn), nI = Θ(n) and
Dℓ = D
′
ℓ −D
′
ℓ+1, for ℓ < Ψ and DΨ = D
′
Ψ. Thus there exists D
′
ℓ = 4
−ℓ · n · (1 ± o(1)) and
the claimed bound holds.
In addition, we observe that with high probability during the initial Θ(n logn) interac-
tions each inhibitor agent experiences Ω(logn) interactions with coin agents, determining
its drag during the second round of the clock.
Slowed-down inhibitor communication: Inhibitor agents get activated through
interaction with leader agents which reached the appropriate drag value, and this communi-
cation is done via one-way epidemic (between inhibitors of the same drag), i.e.
I
〈
drag = x, stop, low
〉
+ L
〈
A, drag = x
〉
→ I
〈
drag = x, stop, high
〉
+ L
〈
A, drag = x
〉
, (8)
I
〈
drag = x, ⋆
〉
+ I
〈
drag = x, high
〉
→ I
〈
drag = x, high
〉
+ I
〈
drag = x, high
〉
.
Safe withdrawal: All active leader candidates with drag > 0 are subject to coin-ﬂipping
rules (4) and (5). More precisely, in the ﬁrst half of the round each of them draws the coin
from level 0 whp. As rules (6) and (7) apply to agents with coin-ﬂips resulting in success
inform (via one-way epidemic) other agents accordingly.
We give below an updated reset rule (analogue of (3)) observing that this rule does not
change the drag value, and updated rules for leaders:
L
〈
⋆, void = ⋆
〉
+ ⋆
0
→ L
〈
none, void = false
〉
+ ⋆,
L
〈
⋆, drag = x
〉
+ L
〈
drag = y
〉
→ L
〈
W, drag = y
〉
+ L
〈
drag = y
〉
, for x < y,
(9)
L
〈
A, heads, drag = x
〉
+ I
〈
drag = x, high
〉
→ L
〈
A, heads, drag = x+ 1
〉
+ I
〈
drag = x, high
〉
.
(10)
Let A ≤ c logn be the number of active leaders with drag = ℓ. Let Tℓ be a random
variable denoting the number of interactions between the ﬁrst occurrence of an active leader
candidate with drag = ℓ and the ﬁrst occurrence of an active leader candidate with drag =
ℓ+ 1.
Lemma 7.2. There exist constants c1, c2 > 0 such that for ℓ ≤ Ψ we have Pr[Tℓ ≤
c14
ℓn logn)] ≤ n−0.5 and whp Tℓ ≤ c24
ℓn logn.
Proof. Consider the ﬁrst interaction t in which a leader candidate assumes drag = ℓ. We
are to prove inequalities on the number of interactions Tℓ till the ﬁrst interaction t
′ in which
a leader candidate assumes drag = ℓ+ 1.
We start with the ﬁrst inequality, which is in fact a lower bound on Tℓ. When the
ﬁrst leader with drag = ℓ occurs it starts propagation (via one-way epidemic) of state high
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amongst inhibitors with drag = ℓ. In the context of the lower bound argument, we can
consider a situation in which A ≤ c logn informed agents spread rumour to Dℓ uninformed
agents in the population. By Lemma 7.1 Dℓ = Θ(n/4
ℓ). We observe the following. If
the informed part of population is of size x, then a single interaction increments this size
with probability approximately Dℓn ·
x
n = 4
−ℓ · xn (1 ± o(1)). Thus, when A < x < 1/2 · Dℓ
it takes Θ(n · 4ℓ) interactions to go from x informed agents to 2x, with high probability
(which follows from Chernoﬀ bound). So it takes Θ(4ℓn logn) interactions, i.e., more than
c14
ℓn logn for some c1 > 0, to reach the sub-population of inhibitors that are high with
drag = ℓ of cardinality n0.4. During this time the probability of having an interaction
incrementing value drag to ℓ+ 1 is Θ(4ℓn−0.6 log2 n). For n large enough this probability is
smaller than n−0.5.
With respect to the upper bound, consider the same communication process. Observe
that if a single inhibitor with drag = ℓ gets high, all inhibitors with drag = ℓ get high in
O(4ℓn logn) subsequent interactions, with high probability. In further O(4ℓn logn) inter-
actions some active leader with drag = ℓ interacts with one of these inhibitors whp. Thus
there is a constant c2 > 0 such that Tℓ ≤ c24
ℓn logn whp.
We now establish the bound on time the protocol requires to elect a single leader whp.
Recall that at the beginning of the third epoch, there are at most c logn active leaders.
Lemma 7.3. Assume that the preprocessing, the phase clock and coin propagations work
properly. After O(log logn) rounds in expectation and O(log n) rounds with high probability
the number of active leaders is reduced from c logn to 1.
Proof. Consider a sequence F0, F1, . . ., Fi referring to the number of active leaders after i
rounds of elimination. Let B be the number of rounds needed to obtain a single active
leaders, that is B = min{i : Fi = 1}. Let F
′
i be as follows: for i ≤ B, F
′
i = Fi and
otherwise F ′i = (5/6)
i−B. Let p = (1 − O(1/ logn))/4 be the probability of drawing heads
and q = 1− p.
Let Ai be the event that all leader candidates drew tails which happens with probability
qFi . When Ai occurs Fi+1 = Fi. Otherwise, with probability 1 − q
Fi , the value of Fi+1
corresponds to the number of successes during consecutive Fi coin-ﬂips. Thus, E[Fi+1 | Fi] =
Fi(p + q
Fi). Assume that Fi ≥ 2. Then E[Fi+1 | Fi] ≤ Fi · (13/16 + o(1)) ≤ Fi · 5/6 for
large enough n. Thus, by the deﬁnition of F ′i , we have E[F
′
i+1|F
′
i ] ≤ F
′
i · 5/6. In turn
Pr[B > i] = Pr[Fi > 1] = Pr[F
′
i > 1] < E[F
′
i ] = F0 · (5/6)
i. Since F0 ≤ c logn, we get
Pr[B > log6/5(c logn · n
η)] < n−η,
and
E[B] =
∞∑
i=0
Pr[B > i] ≤
∞∑
i=0
min(1, F0 · (5/6)
i) = O(logF0) +O(1).
We now compute the time needed to elect a single leader, i.e., to preserve a single agent
in state A and to change states of all agents in state P to W.
Lemma 7.4. Assume that the preprocessing, the phase clock and coin propagations work
properly and that exactly one active leader enters drag = Ψ. After O(log n log logn) rounds
in expectation and O(log2 n) rounds with high probability there is exactly one leader remain-
ing in state A and all other candidates are moved to W.
Proof. Let T be the number of rounds it takes to go from c logn to 1 of agents in state A.
By Lemma 7.3 T is O(n log n log logn) in expectation and O(n log2 n) with high probability.
It is enough to consider the round number T ′ > T , s.t., between T and T ′ all leader agents
increase their drag, since any such interaction moves all P to W. Let x be the highest drag
value achieved by a P candidate. This candidate moves to state W as soon as it encounters
a higher value of drag in another candidate. In the proof we use value Tx deﬁned just before
Lemma 7.2.
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L
〈
drag = i
〉
I
〈
low, drag = i
〉
I
〈
high, drag = i
〉
4in log n
steps
L
〈
drag = i+ 1
〉
. . .. . .
Figure 3: The implementation of slowing down drag counter, where dotted arrows indicate
enabled transitions.
Note that by Lemma 7.3 drag value x is smaller than Ψ. By Lemma 7.2 we also have∑Ψ
y=1 Ty = O(n log
2 n) whp. Finally, the value of Ψ is propagated amongst leaders in
O(n log n) interactions whp, which completes the proof of the time bound obtained whp.
Let TA = Θ(n logn log logn) be the number of interactions of ﬁrst two epochs. In order
to obtain the improved time bound in expectation we observe that by Lemma 7.2 there
exists an integer constant k such that for any y: Ty + Ty+1 + · · · + Ty+k ≥ c14
yn logn
whp, where c1 is the constant deﬁned in Lemma 7.2. Because of this T ≥ TA + T1 + · · · +
Tx = Ω(n logn(log logn + 4
x)) whp. Note that Tx+1 ≤ c24
xn logn whp, and the time of
propagation of value x+1 amongst leaders is O(n log n). Thus T ′ = O(n logn(log logn+4x)).
Finally, whp the extra time cost of getting all passive agents withdrawn increases the total
number of interactions at most a constant number of times. With remaining negligible
probability the expected value of T ′ is at most the average number of interactions to get all
leader candidates to drag = Ψ which is O(n log2 n).
8 Slow protocol backup
We have shown earlier that our protocol elects a single leader in expected timeO(logn log logn)
and with high probability in timeO(log2 n). However, we still need to provide guarantee that
our protocol always elects the unique leader. In other words, the probability of eliminating
all possible candidates must be null.
We ﬁrst show that the population of leaders is always reduced to at most one eventually.
This is achieved by running in the background the elimination protocol discussed before.
Formally speaking, we say that L
〈
A
〉
and L
〈
P
〉
agents are mapped to the leader in the
output, and L
〈
W
〉
, C, I, X , D and 0 state are mapped to non-leader in the output.
We also adopt an extra interaction rule in which when two agents A,B ∈ {L
〈
A
〉
, L
〈
P
〉
}
interact B changes its state to L
〈
W
〉
A+B → A+ L
〈
W
〉
(11)
when A has no smaller priority than B. The priority relationship is deﬁned as follows. An
agent of higher drag has greater priority and in case of a tie L
〈
A
〉
wins with L
〈
P
〉
, and
further the agent with a smaller level wins, and ﬁnally heads wins with none and tails.
We ﬁrst observe that with high probability rule (11) may only speed up the elimination
process analysed in Sections 6 and 7, since it reduces the number of L
〈
A
〉
agents, and whp
this rule never eliminates during one round all agents with heads.
Lemma 8.1. Throughout execution of the leader election protocol there is always at least
one agent in state L
〈
A
〉
or L
〈
P
〉
.
Proof. Leader candidates equipped in state L
〈
A
〉
are formed by application of rule (1). Only
rules (9) and (11) can change states of agents from L
〈
A
〉
and L
〈
P
〉
to L
〈
W
〉
. However, neither
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of these rules can eliminate the last agent of this type which posesses the highest value of
drag.
We conclude this section with the main result of this paper.
Theorem 8.2 (Main result). Presented protocol always elects a leader. Election happens
in expected time O(log n log logn), and O(log2 n) time with high probability.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4 in O(log n) rounds whp we elect a junta of the appropriate size as
indicated by Lemma 5.3. This junta starts the phase clock. By Lemma 6.2, fast elimination
epoch leaves O(log n) active leaders in O(log n · log logn) rounds, with high probability. By
Lemma 7.4, slow elimination epoch leaves a single leader in expected time O(log n · log logn)
and in time O(log2 n) with high probability. In addition, by Lemma 8.1 we never eliminate
all leader candidates, and rule (11) guarantees that whp in O(n) rounds in expectation
and in O(n logn) whp a single leader is chosen, which does not aﬀect the overall running
time.
9 Conclusion
In this paper we presented the ﬁrst o(log2 n)-time leader election protocol. Our algorithm
operates in parallel time O(logn log logn) which is equivalent to O(n log n log logn) pairwise
interactions. The solution is always correct, however the obtained speed up refers to the
expected time, and our protocol works whp only in time O(log2 n) time, as in [GS18]. The
ﬁrst two epochs operate in time O(logn log logn) whp. Thus the main bottleneck is the last
epoch when we reduce the number of leader candidates from O(log n) to a single one. We
would like to claim that likely the hardest problem in leader election is reduction from two
leader candidates to a single one. And if one is able to solve this problem rapidly whp, they
should be able to solve leader election withe the same time complexity too.
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